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Abs仃act The recent development of p-GaAs and Si homojunction interracial workfunction internal photoemission(HI- 

W lP)far—infrared (> 4 m)detectors was briefly reviewed，both theoretically and experimentally，The emphasis is on 

the detector photoresponse mechanism and detector performance．Promising results indicate that p-GaAs and Si HIW IP 

far-infrared detectors have great potentiality to become a strong competitor in far—infrared applications
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摘要 从理论和实验两方面筒要评连 了p—GaAs和 Si同质结界面功函数内光发射(H1wTP)远红外(>4O岬 )探测器的 

最新发展．重点讨论了此探测嚣的光响应机制和探测嚣性能．结果表明，p-GaAs和si的HIWlP远红外探测垂有希望成 

为远虹外应用中具有强大竞争力的器件． 

关蕾词 恳质结构，远红升．探测器． 
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INTRoDUCTIoN 

Semiconductor photodetectors are the most sen— 

sitive detectors of infrared radiation．Progress in the 

crystalline quality of materials，the eontro1 of un— 

wanted impurities and the fabrication of contacts 

have produced increasingly sensitive and stable detee— 

tors．These improvements were due in part to paral一 

1eI developments of semiconductor industry．as wel1 

as the demands and potentiality of infrared astrono— 

my programs，such as Space Infrared Telescope Fa— 

cility (SIRTF)and Far Infrared and Submillimeter 

Telescope(FIRST)．According to the mecluInism of 

photoexcited processes，semiconductor infrared de一 
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tectors can be described mainly as intrinsic and ex— 

trinsic detectors．The cutoff wavelength ( )of in— 

trinsic detectors is determined by their band gap， 

while the of extrinsic detectors is determined by the 

impurity ph。toi。nization energy．Figure 1 shows the 

cutoff wavelengh of severa1 semiconductor intrinsic 

and extrinsic detectors． The horizonta1 1ine repre— 

sents the detector s extended coverage of cutoff 

wavelength by using alloying or uniaxial stress．Si— 

based blocked impurity band(BIB)detectors have be— 

come the state of the art for infrared detection in the 

15—40,um．Si；As BIB arrays，which cover the wave— 

length from 5 to 28Ⅲn，can be obtained in 256 X 256 
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摘要 从理畸和实瞌西方面简要评述了 p-GaAs 和 Si 同质结界E 功噩噩内先直射(HIW!P)远红外 <>40阳)探测器的

最新皮展.重点讨论了此探割器的光响应机制和探测器性睦结果在明，p-GaAs 和 Si 的H1WIP 远红排探声回事有帚望成
咕远红外应用中具有强大竞争力的器件

美幢词 同质结构，远红外.探测器.
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INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductor photodetectors are the m05t sen

sitive detectors of infrared radiation. Progress in the 

crystalline quality of materials. the control 01 un

wanted impurities and the fabrication of contacts 

have produced increasingly sensitive and stable detec

tors. These improvements were due in part to paraJ

leJ developments of semiconductor industry. as weJl 

as the demands and potentiality of infrared astrono

my programs , such as Space lnfrared Telescope Fa 

cility (SIRTF l and Far Infrared and Submillimeter 

Telescope (FIRST l. According to the mechanism of 

photoexcited processes , semiconductor infrared de-
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tectors can be described mainly as intrinsic and ex 

trinsic detectors. The cutoff wavelength (儿) 01 in 

trinsic detectors is determined by their band gap. 

while the Àc of extrinsic detectors is determined by the 

impurity photoionization energy. Figure 1 shows the 

cutoff wavelengh of several semiconductor intrinsic 

and extrinsic detectors. The horizontal line repre 

sents the detector' s extended coverage of cutoff 

wavelength by using alloying or uniaxial stress. Si 

based blocked impurity band(BlB l deteclOrs have be 

come the state of the art for infrared detection in the 

15-40μm. Si; As B1B arrays , which cover the wave 

length lrom 5 to 28μm ， can be obtained in 256 ~飞 256
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array format．Recently，Huffman et a1． have devel— 

oped the material for Si：Sb BIB arrays，which ex— 

tends the wavelength detection to 40pm[ ．Beyond 

40pro ，Ge：Ga is the most common photoconductor 

material with a cutoff wavelength of～ 100vm．The u— 

niaxial compression approach takes advantage of the 

decrease in binding energy of shallow acceptors． 

which results from splitting of the heavy hole and 

light hole valence band degeneracy and has extended 

the optical response of Ge：Ga to ～ 220~m．M ost re— 

cently，stressedGe{Ga has been utilized in a 5×5 de— 

tector array：z]
． 

One of the primary goals of infrared detector de 

velopment is to extend the wavelength coverage，in 

order to increase sensitivity in regions of spectrum 

that were previously covered by bolometric detec— 

tors．The far infrared and submillimeter range gener— 

ally refers to the eleerromagnetic band from 3O to 

1000~m and is the source of much astrophysical in 

formation，corresponding to the blackbody radiation 

f0r relatively cooI object of 5-50K．as well as molecu— 

Iar and atomic emission lines associated with impor— 

tam species such as C，0，H20．Dust，which is pre— 

sent both around and between stars，absorbs higher 

energy photos，causing stars and galaxies to emit sig— 

nificant radiation in the far infrared，too．Neverthe— 

less，there are many technological challenges for lab- 

ricating large format arrays in germanium ．Incor— 
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Fig．1 Cutoff wavelength of several senficonductor in— 

trinsic and extrinsic detectors．The horizontal line repre— 

aents the detector s extended coverage of cutoff wave— 

length by using alloying of uniaxi~l stress 

图 l 几种本征和非本征半导体探测器的截止波长 

porating different components in a single chip to fab— 

ricate an integrated circuit is a major advantage of us— 

ing Si．Furthermore，the recent rapid development of 

GaAs based long wavelength quantum well infrared 

Dhotodetectors(QWlPs)and focal plane array cam— 

eras makes GaAs another promising candidate for 

integrated circuits．In this paper，a noveI far infrared 

detection is proposed to extend the wavelength cover— 

age by use of the concept of internal photoemission 

and has been realized in GaAs and Si homojunction 

structures． 

1 DETECTIoN MECHANISM 

The basic structure of homojunction internal 

photoemission (HIP)detectors consists of a heavily 

doped layer，which acts as the IR absorber region． 

and an und oped intrinsic layer across which mos t of 

h 

(b) 

E： 

EF 

(c) 
p+ ‘(p一) 

Fig．2 Energy band diagrams for three different P types 

Of HIP detectors．(a)Type I：Ⅳ <N {(b)Type 1： 

Ⅳ < Ⅳ <ⅣD；(c)Type 1： >N0．(N is the MOtt’s 

crit al concentration，No is the critical concentxaTJon 

corresponding to△= O 

图 2 3种不同P型同质结内发射撵测器的能带圈 
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poratìng different components in a single chip to fab

口cate an integrated circuit is a major advantage of us 

ing Si. Furthermore. the recent rapid development of 

GaAs based long wavelength quantum well infrared 

photodetectors CQWIPs) and focal plane array cam-
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盯as[4: makes GaAs another promising candidate for 

integrated circuits. ln this paper , a novel far infrared 

detection is proposed to extend the wavelength cover 

age by use of the concept of internal photoemission 

and has been realized in GaAs and Si homojunction 

DETECTION MECHANISM 

s tructures. 

1 

E:、刘ι引导

basic structure of homojunction intemal 

photoemission (HIP) detectors consists of a heavily 

doped layer , which acts as the IR absorber region. 

and an undoped intrinsic layer across which most of 
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array format. Recently , Huffman et al. have devel 

oped the material for Si : Sb BIB arrays. which ex

tends the wavelength detection to 40μm[l]. Beyond 

40μm ， Ge: Ga is the most common photoconductor 

material with a cutoff wavelength of -100μm. The u 

niaxial compression approach takes advantage of the 

decrease in binding energy of shallow acceptors. 

whích results from splitting of the heavy hole and 

light hole valence ba nd degeneracy and has extended 

the optical response of Ge 'Ga to - 220μm. Most re 

cently , stressed Ge:Ga has been u口lized in a 5X5 de

tector array:2]. 

One of the primary goals of ìnfrared detector de 

velopment is to extend the wavelength coverage. in 

order to increase sensitivity in regions of spectrum 

that were previously covered by bolometric detec 

tors. The far ìnfrared and submilJimet盯 range gener 

ally refers to the electromagnetic band from 30 to 

1000pm and is the source of much astrophysical in 

formation , corresponding to the blackbody radiation 

for relatively cool object of 5-50K. as well as molecu 

lar and atomic emission lines associated whh impor

tant species such as C , 0 , HzO. Dust , whìch is pre 

sent both around and between stars. absorbs high盯

energy photos , caus.ing stars and galaxies to emit sig

nificant radiation in the far infrared , t∞. Neverthe 

less. there are many technological challenges for fab

ricating large format arrays in germanium[3J. Incor~ 
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Fig. 1 Cutoff w.avelength of several semiconductor in
trlllslc 四d e:xtrinsic detectors. The hori.wntalline repre 
s.ents the detector' s extended coverage of cutoff wave 

length by using alloying or uniaxial stress 
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Fig．3 Calculated emitter layer doping concentration 

(Ⅳ，)dependence of the shift for the major band edge 

and interfacial work function△at zero bias from the 

high density (HD)theory． The theoretical curve of△ 

should have a deviation of士 lmeV due to the modified 

Fermi leve1．The expe rimental HIWIP cutoff wave— 

length results are shown by solid circles 

圈 3 不同发射层掺杂堆度下能带移动的理论计算值 

the external bias is dropped．According to the doping 

concentration level in the heavily doped layer，the 

HIP detectors can be divided into three types as 

shown in Figs 2(a)～ (c)，which show different pho— 

toresponse mechanisms and response wavelength 

ranges· 

W hen the doping concentration (．Ⅳ )in the P 一 

layer is high but below the Mott critical value(．Ⅳ )， 

an impurity band is formed． At 1ow temperatures， 

O．5O 

O．己5 

0 

the Fermi level is located in the impurity band．The 

incident FIR radiation is absorbed due to the impurity 

photoionization， with a workfunction (or cutoff 

wavelength) ven by △ = E，一 E ．The operation 

can be described as foIlows．Holes are photoexcited 

from filled impurity band states and rapidly thermal— 

ized into the top of the valence band by phonon relax— 

ation and then tunne1 through an interfacia1 barrier． 

The cutoff wavelength is mainly determined by impu— 

rity photoionization energy． 

W hen the doping concentration is above the 

Mott transition，the impurity band is linked with the 

valence band edge，and the P 一layer becomes metal一 

1ic． Even in this case．the Fermi 1eve1 can stil1 be 

above the valence band edge of the i-layer(E，> Ey ) 

due to the bandgap narrowing effect，giving rise to a 

workfunction△一EF—E as shown in Fig．2(b)，un一 

1ess Na exceeds a critical concentration N at which△ 

=0．One of their unique features is that in principle． 

there is no restriction on ，which is tailorable，since 

the workfunction can become arbitrarily smal1 with 

increasing doping concentration．This means that the 

H1W IP FIR detectors with any can be developed as 

need ed．Here，the photon absorption is due to free 

carrier absorption．By using high density theory[ ． 

the doping concentration dependence of△E ，EF，△， 

and was calculated．The results for P type GaAs 

(o) 

／、／(b＼ 一  一  
0 100 200 100 己O0 300 

Wavelength (“n) 

Fig．4(a)Spectral response calculated for four p-GaAs single layer detectors with the same electric field F of 1000 

V／cm but different emitterlayer doping concentrationsN，：(1)Ⅳ，一5．Ox1O gcm～ ；(2)M 8．0x10iscm I(3) 

N 一 1．0X10 cm一 }(4)N 一1．5X10 cm (b)The effect of electric field on spectral response is also shown for 

detector 4：(1)F一50V／cml(2)F一200V／cm‘(3)F一500V／cm‘(4)F一1000V／cm 

图4 P．GaAs单层探测器在不同掺杂堆度(a)和不同电场强度(b)下的渡谱响应理论值 

)̂＼《v 一2”coQ” 比 
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Fig. 3 Ca1culated emittec layer doping concentration 
(N~) dependence o{ the shift for the major band edge 
.::lE" and interfacial work function .6 at zeco bias from the 
high density (HD) theory. The theoreucal curve of .6 

should have a deviation of :f:: lme V due to the modified 
F ermi leve1. The 凹~perimental HIWIP cutoff wave 

length cesults are shown by solid cìrc1es 
圈 3 不同发财层'杂鞭度下酶带移动的理论计算值

the external bias is 由opped. According to the doping 

concentration level in the heavily doped layer , the 

HIP detectors can be divided into three types as 

shown in Figs 2 归) - (c). which show different pho 

toresponse mechanisms and response wavelength 

ranges 

When the doping concentration (N.) in the p+ 

\ayer is high but be\ow the Mott cr山ca\ va\ue (N,). 

an impurity band is formed. At low temperatures. 
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the Fermi \eve\ is \ocated in the impurity band. The 

m口dent FIR radiation is absorbed due to the impurity 

photoionization , with a workfunction (or cutoff 

wave\ength) given by LI = EF - E.P+. The operation 

can be d四cribed as fo l\ows. Ho\es are photoexcited 

from filled impurity band states and rapid\y therma\ 

ized into the top of the va\ence band by phonon re\ax 

ation and then tunnel through an interfacial barrier. 

The cutoff wave\ength is mainly determined by impu 

rity photoionization energy. 

When the dopìng concentration is above the 

Mott transition. the impurity band is linked with the 

valence band edge. and the p+ -\ayer becomes meta\

lic. Even in this case. the Fermi level can stil1 be 

above the va\ence band edge of the i-layer (E,>Ev') 

due to the bandgap narrowing effect 0 giving rise to a 

workfunction LI=EF-E,' as shown in Fig. 2(b). un 

less N.. exceeds a critical concentration N o at which Ll 
= O. One 01 their unique fe时ures is that in principle. 

there is no restriction on λ ， which is tailorable 0 since 

the workfunction can become arbitrarily smal1 with 

increasing doping concentration. This means that the 

HIWIP FIR detectors with anyλcan be deve\oped as 

needed. Here. the photon absorption is due to free 

carrier absorption. By using high density theory[5]. 

the doping concentration dependence of ilE"o E F • Ll, 
and λwas calcu\ated. The results lor p type GaAs 

100 200 30日

'W a velength (μ"，) 

Fig. 4 (a) Spectral re，阳nse calculated for fouc p-GaAs single layec detectors with the same electric field F o{ 1000 
VI目n but di{ferent emitter layer doping concentrations N.: (l)N. = 5.0 X lOucm-3 , (2) N,= 8. OX 10Jacm- 3

• (3) 
N.= 1. OX lO19cm 勺 (4) N.= l. 5XIOLPcm-J

• (b) The e{fect o{ electric field on spectral 四sponse is also shown {or 
detector 4, (]) F=50V/cm , (2) F=200V/cm , (3) F=500V/cm , (4) F=1000V/cm 
圄 4 P-GaAs 单层探测器在不同事杂榷度(.)和不同电场强度也)下的波谱响应理论值
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are shown in Fig．3，together with our experimental 

HIW IP cutoff wavelength results by solid circles ．It 

is seen from Fig．3 that the experimental is in rea— 

sonable agreement with the calculation， and  ̂be— 

comes very sensitive to N at high doping concentra— 

tions，that is，only a small increase in No can cause a 

large increase in ． Furthermore， of the HIW IP 

detector can easily be tuned by the doping concentra— 

tion to meet the requirements of 200#m or more， 

This type is our interest here． 

W hen the doping concentration is so high that 

the Fermi level is below the valence band edge of the 

i-layer，the P 一layer becomes degenerate，and a bar— 

tier associated with a space charge region is formed at 

the p 一i interface due to the hole diffusion，as shown 

in Fig．2(c)．This type of device was first demon— 

strated by Tohyama et a1． The major difference is 

that it is expected to operate near 77K and has re— 

sponses in the midwave infrared (MW IR)and long 

wave IR ranges． 

2 THEoRETICAL M oDEL oF SPECTRAL 

RESP0NsE 

The total quantum efficiency is the product of 

photon absorption probability，internal quantum effi— 

ciency and barrier collection efficiency．By using their 

analytic expressions。the responsivity for GaAs P+-i 

single structures has been calculated as functions of 

wavelength，electric field，emitter layer doping con- 

centration，etc． The effect of emitter layer doping 

concentration on spectral response is shown in Fig．4 

(a)．It can be seen that with the increase of doping 

concentration，both the spectral bandwidth and the 

peak responsivity (R6) increase， while the short 

wavelength side of the spectral response almost re— 

mains the same．It is noted that the spectra d0 not 

t 

Fig．5(a)Schematic ot 10一layer p-type HIW lP detectors after device processing．P ．P and i are the contact lay— 

er，emitter layer and undoped layer，respectively．A window is opened oN the top side for frontside iUumlnation
． 

(b)Energy-band diagram of the detectors under forward bias．(c)SIMS profile of a Be dope d p-GaAs HIW IP 10一 

layer detector sample 

图 5 器件处理后 10层 HINIP探测器的结构图(8)，正向偏压下的能带图(b)和二次离子质谱(c) 

n c)ou co— La c0u ∞ 

d  

ûu＼ c0 av co aL c uc0 
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sponses in the midwave infrared (MWIR) and long 
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wave IR ranges. 

The total quantum efficiency is the product of 

photon absorption probability. internal quantum effi

ciency and barrier collection efficiency. By using their 

analytic expressions , the responsivity for GaAs p +-j 

single structures has been calculated as functions of 

wavelength. electric field. emitter layer doping con 

The effect 01 emitter layer doping 

concentration 00 spectral response is shown in F唱.4

(a). It can be seen that with the increase 01 doping 

concentration. both ,he spectral bandwídth and the 

peak responsivity (Rp ) inc.rease , while the sho.rt 

wavelength side of the spect.ral response almost re 

mains the same. It is noted that the spectra do not 

THEORETICAL MODEL OF SPECTRAL 

RESPONSE 

2 

comes very sensitive to 1v~o. at high dop!og concentra 

tions , that is. only a small increase in .lV" can cause a 

large íncrease in "'. Furthermore. '" 01 the HIWIP 

detector can easily be tuned by the doping concentra

tion to meet the requirements of 200μm or more. 

centratlon. etc. 

This type is our interest here. 

When the doping concentratton is so high that 

,he Fermí level is below the valence band edge of the 

i-laye.r. the p ~ -layer becomes degenerate , and a bar

rier associated with a space charge region is formed at 

,he p丰 i interface due to the hole diffusion , as shown 

in Fig. 2 (c). This type 01 device was first demon 

strated by Tohyama et a/. ~1]The major difference is 

that it is expec:ted to operate near 77K and has re-
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change continuously at low wavelength range，be— 

cause in that ph0t0n energy ra ge the internal quan 

tum efficiency has different function relations with 

photon energy． The corresponding R" ，and △  ̂

(half—peak width)are：R =0 2O，0．28，0，32，and 

0．47 A／W ， = 180．194，Z09，and 287gm，and 

一 92，96，113，and 160gm．The calculated R is in 

good agreement with the experimental results shown 

next by taking into account the multilayer effects． 

The electric field (F)dependence of spectral re- 

sponse is shown in Fig．4 (b)．As F increases，both 

responsivity and increase considerably due to the 

image force effect，which is in good agreement with 

experimental results below． Also，the peak wave— 

length shifts gradually to longer wavelengths． One 

important point to remember here is that the calcula— 

tions are done for fl single layer device．By using mul— 

tilayer structures(p~-i—P+-i．．．or n+-i—n+-i．．．)and 

optimum emitter layer thickness，which can be real— 

ized by M BE or MOCVD growth technologies，the 

quantum efficiency can be easily improved，as shown 

experimenttally below． 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

’I he basic structure of HIW IP detectors conslsts 

of a heavily doped emitter Iayer and an intrinsic Iay— 

er． across which most of the external bias is 

dropped．The detection mechanism involves infrared 

absorption in the emitter layer followed by the inter— 

nal photoemission of photoexoited carriers across the 

iunction barrier and then collection．The schematic of 

the detectors after device processing and their ener— 

gY—band diagram are shown in Figs．5a，5b． Multi— 

layers were used to increase the quantum efficiency 

due to the increased photon absorption efficiency and 

possible photocurrent gain enhancement．Good con— 

trol of M BE growth is indicated by secondary ion 

mass spectroscopy (SIMS)measurements as shown 

in Fig．5(c)．The contact was formed by deposition 

of Ti．Pt—Au． 

The M BE epilayers of our best p-GaAs HIW IP 

F1R detector consist of a 3000 A bottom contact 

(p )layer，a 1500 A undoped(i)layer，20 periods 

of thin emitter(p )layers(thickness 150 A)and 

undoped i layers(thickness 800 A)，and finally a 

3000凡 top emitter layer and a 3000 A top contact 

layer The emitter layers were doped with Be to 4× 

10 cm ． The top and bottom contact Iayers were 

doped to 2—3× l0 。cm ，far above the Mott transi． 

tion value to ensure an ohmic contact．The responsiv— 

ity (R)spectra of the p-GaAs HIW IP FIR detector 

(mesa size 240gm×240#m)under different forward 

biases at 4．2K are shown in Fig．6(a)．The respon- 

sivities are greater than the previous results as this 

structure has 2O layers The highest responsivity ob— 

rained here is 3．10A／W at a bias of 192．0mV．Fig- 

ure 6(b)shows the bias dependence of the detectivity 

(D。)and peak quantum efficiency The highest 

detectivity is 5 9× l0”cmHz L／a／W at 4．2K under a 

bias of 83．0mV The maximum quantum efficiency in 

HIW IP FIR detectors can be estimated by taking into 

account the free carrier absorption and inelastic scat— 

tering loss．W e ge t maximum quantum efficiency of 

1 2．7 in the present GaAs detector，in good agree— 

merit with the experimenta1 result of 12．5 at a bias 

of 1 92．0mYc ．Two other detector samples with 10 

layers and a single layer were also measured，with all 

the other parameters the same，and the maximum 

quantum efficiency was 6．1 and 0．5 ，respective— 

ly，consistent with the theoretical prediction of 6．6 

and 0．6 ．The responsivity curves shown in Fig．6 

(a)also display a strong bias dependence of cutoff 

wavelength，increasing with the applied bias due to 

the image force effect． The experimental data are 

shown as solid circles in Fig．6(c)．The theoreticaI 

(solid curve)is calculated and is in good agreement 

with the experimenta1． results with a ma ximum devia— 

tion of1_0meV． 

The uniformity of the detectors was also test— 

ed[ ． The dark current of 7 randomly chosen rela— 

tively large mesas(460“m × 460~m)at 4．2K was 

quite uniform (as shown in the inset of Fig．7)with a 

standard deviation of 15．4 at a bias voLtage of 

200mV．Furthermore，the bias dependence of D ‘for 

the 7 mesas with a standard deviation of about 8．0 

is shown in Fig．7，the values are within experimental 

errors．These results clearly demonstrate the possi— 

hility of high uniformi ty required for large FIR focal 

维普资讯 http://www.cqvip.com 
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change continuously at low wavelength range. be 

cause in that photva c t1'2 rgy I Fl ngoe- the internal quan 

tum efficiency has different lunction rel.t lOns w1th 

photon energy. The corresponding R庐， À". and Ll,\ 

(h.lf-peak width) are , R, =O. 20. 0.28 , 0.32 ,and 

0.47 A/W ，儿= 180. 194. 209. and 287μrn ， and .::lλ 

=92 , 96 , 113. and 160μm. The calcul.ted R p is in 

good agreernent with the experirnental results shown 

next by taking into account the rnultilayer effects. 

The electric field (F) dependence of spectral re

sponse is shown in Fig. 4 (b). As F increases , both 

responsivity and Á- increase considerably due to the 

irnage force effect. which is in good agreement with 

experirnental rt"sults below. Also , the peak wave 

length shifts gradua lIy to longer wavelengths. One 

important point to remember here i5 that the calcula 

tions 8re done for a single layer device. By usíng rnul

tilayer structures (p+ -i-p+ -i... or n+ 卜n+ -i... ) .nd 

optirnum ernitter layer thickness , which can be real

ized by MBE or MOCVD growth technologi凹， the 

quanturn efficiency can be easily improved ~ as shown 

experimentt.lly below. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The basic structure of HIWIP detectors consists 

of a heavily doped ernitter layer and an intrinsic lay

er , across which most of the external bìas is 

dropped. The detection mechanism involves infrared 

absorption in the emitter l.yer followed by the inter 

n.\ photoemission 01 photoexcited carriers aoro8s the 

junction barrier and then collection. The schematic of 

the detectors after device pro也essing and their ener 

gy-b.nd diagram are shown in Figs. 5. , 5b. Multi

layers were used to increase the quantum efficiency 

due to the increased photon absorption efficiency and 

possible photocurrent gain enhancement. Good con

trol of MBE growth is indicated by second.ry ion 

mass spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements as shown 

in Fig. 5 (c). The contoct wos lormed by deposition 

01 Ti-P卜Au.

The MBE epilayers of our best p-G.As HIWIP 

FIR detector consist of • 3000 A bottom contact 

(p++) layer , a 1500 A undoped (i) layer. 20 periods 

01 thin emitter (p+) l.yers (thickness 150 A) .nd 

undoped i layers (thickness 800 A) , and linally a 

3000 A top emitter layer and a 3000 Å top contact 

layer. The emitter layers were doped with Be to 4 X 

1013cm-~. The top and bottom contact layers were 

doped to 2.-3;<101~cm-3 ， far above the Mott transi

tion value to ensure an ohmic contact. The responsiv

ity (R) spectra of the p-G.As HIWIP FIR detector 

(mesa size 240μmX240μm) under different forw.rd 

biases at 4. 2K are shown in Fig. 6(a). The respon

sivities are greater than the previous results as this 

structure has 20 layers. The highest responsivity ob 

tained here is 3. 10AjW at a bi.s 01 192. Om V. Fig

ure 6(b) shows the bi.s dependence of the detectivity 

(D‘) and peak quantum efficiency ~，. The highest 

detectivity is 5.9;< 1010 crnHzlf2 /W at 4. 2K under a 

bias of 83. Om V. The maxirnum quantum efficiency in 

HIWIP FIR detectors can be estimated by taking into 

account the free carrier absorption and inelastic scat 

tering loss. We get rnaxirnum quanturn efficiency of 

12. 7 % in the present GaAs detector , in good agree

rnent with the experirnental result of 12. 5 % at a bias 

of 192. OmV:']. Two other detector samples with 10 

layers and a single layer were also measured , with all 

the other parameters the sarne. and the rnaximurn 

quantum efficiency was 6. 1 % and O. 5 %, respective 

ly , consistent with the theoretical prediction of 6. 6% 

and O. 6 %. The responsivity curves shown in Fig. 6 

(a) also display • strong bi.s dependence 01 cutoff 

wavelength , increasing with the applied bias due to 

the image lorce effect. The experimental data are 

shown .s solid cÌ rcles in Fig. 6 (c). The theoretic.l À" 

(solid curve) is calculated and is in good agreement 

with the experimenta l. results with a m.aximurn devia

tion of 1. Ome V. 

The uniformity of the detectors was also test

ed[';. The dark current of 7 randomly chosen rela 

tively large mesas (460μmX 460μm) at 4. 2K w.s 

quite uniforrn (as shown in the inset of Fig. 7) with a 

stondord deviation 01 15. 4 % ot a bios vo\tage of 

200m V. Furthermore , the bias dependence of D ‘ for 

the 7 mes.s with • st.ndard deviation of about 8.0% 

is shown in F咱. 7 , the values are within experirnental 

errors. These results clearly dernonstrate the possi

bility of high unilormity required for l.rge FIR loc.l 
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Fig．6(a)Spectral response of a 20一layer p-GaAs HIWIp FIR detector measured at 4．2K under different forward 

bais values．The deep valley at 36．5 m is due to the transverse optical(1 )phonons of GaAs．(h)Biss depen— 

dence of peak quantum efficiency measured at 3O．0Ⅱm (filled circles)and device detectivity(open circles)．(c)Bias 

de口endence of cutoff wavelength in the p—GaAs HIW IP detector at 4．2K．The tflaxiE0．um deviation between the 

theory(solid curve)and experiment(illled circles)is 1 0meV 

匿 6 20层 P—GaAs H1WIP远红外探穗器的波谱响应(a)，不同偏压下的量子效率及探测率(b)， 

不同偏压下的截止波长(c) 

plane arrays，since the typical pixel size for arrays is 

much smaller than the tested devices，(e．g．，50#m 
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Fig．7 Bias dependence of devme detectivity of 7 random— 

lY chosen 460$,m-sc!uare i~eflafl at temperatm~e of 4．2K． 

Shown in the inset is the dark current of the 7 lllleflafl at 

4．2K and 8 forward bias of 200mV 

田 7 7个任选的探蔫嚣的探穗率．插图为其 

20OmV正向偏压下的暗电藏 

× 50#m in GaAs／AlGaAs QWIPs[ ，and thus the 

dark current per pixel，together with the standard 

deviation，would be about two orders of magnitude 

smaller．Figure 8 shows the crosstalk of the p-GaAs 

HIW IP FIR detector measured by focusing the inci— 

dent light spot on one mesa and monitoring the phto— 

conductivity outputs of the adjacent mesas．Output 

photoconductivity signal when the light is on mesas 

(a)and (b)(size 460~m square)as a percentage of 

direct incident signa1．At the bias (83。OmV)，with 

the highest detectivity，the crosstalk is found to be 

2．29 0A formeasa(a)and 0．061 0A formesa(b)．The 

maximum output percentage (5。70 and 0．16 ) 

corresponds approximately to the maximum output of 

the device at l 92．0mV．Lower values of crosstaik 

have been achieved under various bias conditions． 

This crosstalk is comparable to 2．1 (in the first 

nearest column case)in Si：As BIB detectol~Eg]． 

Typical current noise spectra[ of the studied P一 
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Fig. 6 (a) Spectral re.sponse of a 20-1ayer p-GaAs HJWlP FIR detector measured at 4. 2K under different forward 
bais values. The deep valley at 36. 5μm is due to the transverse optical (TO) phonons of GaAs. (b) Bias depen
dence of peak quantum efficiency measured at 30.0μm (fil1ed circ1es) and device detectivity (open circles). (c) 副BS

dependence of cutoff wavelengtb in the p-GaAs HIWJP detector at 4. 2K. Tbe maximum deviation between the 
th四ry (solid curve) and experiment (f1l1ed círc1e.s) is 1. OmeV 

20 层 P-GaAs HlWIP 远红外探测器的波惜响应 (a)?不同偏压下的量子效率E探测率也) , 

不同偏压下的截止撞-!Hcl

〉飞 50μm in GaAs/ AIGaAs QWIPs['] , and thus the 

dark current per pixel , together wÌth the standard 

deviation , would be about tWQ orders of magnitude 

smaller. Figure 8 shows the crosstalk of the p-GaAs 

HIWIP FIR detector measured by locusing the inci

dent light spot on one mesa and monitoring the phto

conductivity outputs of the adjacent rnesas. Output 

photoconductivity signal when the light is on mesas 

(a) and (b) (size 460μrn square) as a percentage of 

direct incident signa l. At the bias (83. OmV) , with 

the highest detectivity , the crosstalk is lound to be 

2.29 % lor measa (a) and 0.061 % for mesa (b). The 

maximum output percentage (5. 70% and O. 16%) 

corresponds approximately to the rnaxirnum output of 

the device at 192. Om V. Lower values 01 crosstalk 

have been achieved under various bias conditions. 

This crosstalk is comparable to 2. 1 % (in the first 

nearest colurnn case) in 5i: As BIB detector骂[.]

Typical current noise spectra[lO] of the studied p-
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plane arrays , since the typical pixel size for arrays is 

much smaller than the tested devices , (e. g. , 50μm 
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4. 2K and a forward bias of 2口 OmV
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Fig．8 The crosstalk of P-GaAs HIW1P measured by fo- 

cusiag the incident light spot on one mesa and monitor- 

ing the photoconductivity outputs of the adjacent mesas． 

Output phot0conductivity signal when the light is on 

~esas a)and b)as a percentEIge of direct incident signal 

圈 8 p-GaAs H1wIP远红外探涌器的串音测量 

GaAs HIW IP F1R detector at 4．2K for various for— 

ward bias values are presented in Fig．9． All the 

spectra display 1／f noise dependence at frequencies 

(，)below ikHz and are iudepeudent of frequency at 

higher values．The measured shot noise data can be 

used to directly estimate the noise equivalent power 

(NE尸)in the p-GaAs HIW IP FIR detector．At fl 

bias of 89mV，the measured shot noise(S )is 8．3× 

10一 A2／Hz．and the responsivity of the detector is 2． 

) 
＼  

Fig．10 Spectra[response of D．si HIW IP FIR detector 

mea日ured at 4．2K under different forward(top po sitive) 

bias (a)0．377V，(b)0．539V，and(c)0．791V．The 

spike responses are associated with excited impurity 

states wi th the theotedcal energy levels lm rked by 8．r- 

r0。w The other minor feat~-es are due to the instru— 

ment response function against which the detector out— 

put was ratioed．The ir1set shows the dark current 

lt"svsofthede tector at 4．2K 

圉 10 不同．晴压下 p-Si探一器的渡谱响应， 

插图为其电流一电压谱 

FrequencY (Hz) 

Fig．9 Measured dark current noise spectra of p-GraAs 

HIWIP far—infrared detector at 4．2K for various forward 

biases．The dashed line represents the 1／f dependence 

of the noise power density S． 

图9 正向偏压下探涮器的暗电流慊声谱 

12A／W．This yields aⅣE尸0f 4．3×10-13W／Hz 雎 

(detectivity D of 6．0×10 ~emHz1／2W )，also in good 

agreement with the previous optical estimation D ‘of 

5．9×10 。cmHz]／2W  at a bias of 83mV． 

P—Si H1W IP FIR detectors have also been 

demonstrated[”]．Figure 10 shows the spectral re— 

sponse at 4．2K measured at different forward biases 

for a 10-layer(645^，boron doped concentration 2 

X 10 cm一 P layer and 1290 undoped i 1ayer)p-Si 

H1W 1P sample．The detector shows high responsivi- 

ty over a wide wavelength range with a peak respon- 

sivity of 12．3A／W at 27．5Ⅲn，detectivity D。of 6．6 

X 10 。cmHz W ．and cutoff wavelength of 48／~m， 

CCD 

=  

Fig．n Schematic of dev~e geometry showmg the inte· 

grated phtotodiode—LED de vice with the CCD array for 

the imaging Keeping the spatial correlation with the in- 

toming F1R photons．the emitted NlR radiation will 

form animagein the CCD 

圉 l1 光电揉一器与发光二扳蕾集扈结构图． 

发射出的近红外辐射被电荷辅音嚣件收集 
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Fig. 9 Measured dark current noise spectra of p-G<l As 
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of the noise power dens忧y S , 

正向偏压下探测器的晴电庇啸声谱

Fig.8 The cros:9talk of p-GaAs HIWIP measured hy fo
CU剧ng the incident light sp耽 on one mesa and monitor
ing the photoconductivity outputs o{ the adjacent mesas 
Ou tput photoconductivity sigllal when the light is on 
mesas a) and b) 88 a percentage of direct incident signal 

圈 B p-GaAs HIWIP 远缸外探测器的串音测量
图 9

This yields a NEP 01 4. 3 X 10-u W IHz'12 

(detectivity D' 016. OX 101OcmHz'12W). also in good 

agreement with the previous optical 臼timation D ‘ 01 

5. 9X 101OcmHz'12W at a bias 01 33mV. 

have 

12A/W. 

been HIWIP 

demonstrated[ l1], Figure 10 shows the spectral re 

sponse at 4. 2K measured at different {orward biases 

lor a 10-layer (645 A , boron doped concentration 2 

x 10'
自 cm-' p+ layer and 1290 undoped i layer) p-Si 

HIWIP sample. The detector shows high responsivi

ty over a wide wavelength range with a peak resp旧R

sivity 01 12. 3A/W at 27.5μm. detectivity D' 01 6.6 

X 1010 cmHzlf
' W. and cutoff wavelength 01 48μm ， 

OeteclOf" 

also detectors FIR P-Si 

GaAs HIWIP FIR detector at 4_ 2K lor various lor 

ward bias values are presented in Fig. 9_ A I1 the 

spectra display 1/1 noise dependence at Irequencies 

(j) belo啊 1kHz and are independent 01 Irequency at 

higher values. The measureà shot noise data can be 

used to directly estimate the noise equivalent power 

(NEP) in the p-GaAs HIWIP FIR detector. At a 

bias 01 39m V. the measured shot noise (S,.) is 8. 3 X 

10- 25 A 2/Hz , and the responsivity of the detector is 2. 
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Fig. 10 Spec盯al response of p-Si HIWIP FIR detector 
measured at 4. 2K under different {orward (tOP 阳，sitive)

hias V.μal 0.377V, (blO.539Y. 自 nd (c) O. 791Y. The 
spike responses are associated with exdted impurity 
stat四 with the theoreti<:al energy levels m.ark也d by u 

rows. The other minor features are due to the instru
ment response function against which the 出tector out 
put was .ratioed. The inset shows the dark current 

1，町 V~ of the detector at 4. 2K 
团 10 平同偏压下 p-Si 探测器的被谱响应，

插图为其电流-电压谱

CCD 100 
。

20 

Fig. II Schematlc o{ device geometry showing the 田te

grated phtotodiode-LED device with the CCD array {or 
the imaging. Keeping the spatial correlation with the in. 
<:oming FIR photons. the emÎtted NIR radiatÎon will 

{orm an im.age in the CCD 
团 11 光电探测器与发光二极曹集成结构圈，

发射出的近缸外辐射被电荷唰告器件收集
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while boron is a substitutional acceptor 

with an energy level of 44．4meV(28．0／~m) 

4 DISCUSSION 

n silicon ence Foundation of China．The author would 1ike to 

acknowledge Drs．Unil Perera．W ．J．Sehaff．H．C． 

L；u．M ．Buchanan．and S．G．M atsik for their discus— 

sion and technica1 help． 

The preliminary radiation exposure test of the 

HIW IP detectors shows that they are radiation hard． 

The detector’ gain[ ，capacitance characteristics[ ． 

and response time： q have also been studied jn detail． 

A comparison[s]with Ge；Ga photoconductive detec 

tars suggests that a similar or even better perfor— 

manee may be obtainable．Preliminary results on 1ow 

doping concentration HIW IP detectors are promising 

and show that HIW IP detectors have great potentia]i— 

ty to become a strong competitor in FIR applications． 

It is clear that higher performance and longer 

(about 200／~m or higher)of GaAs and Si HIW IP FIR 

detectors can be obtained with the emitter 1ayer con— 

centration in the order of 10 。cm一 ．It is also possible 

to design detectors with wider wavelength ranges or 

to have muhicolor detectors by changing the adjacent 

emitter layer doping concentrations． 

Pixelless FIR imager can be made using integrat— 

ed HIWIP detectors and light emitting diodes 

(LED)，and charge coupled devices(CCD)．The idea 

here is to convert the FIR photons to near IR (NIR) 

by driving the LED with the photoeurrent output of 

the HIW IP detector so that the imaging can be ac— 

complished by commercia1 Si CCD cameras，as shown 

in Fig．1 1．In this respect，the photoexcited carriers 

due to the FIR radiation should trigger the emission 

of NIR photons from the LED with a high efficiency． 

A photodiode or a photoconductor connected in series 

with a LED will be the main device of the up conver 

sion idea． The integrated device consists of a GaAs 

HIW IP FIR detector．on top of which is grown a 

shorter waveleuegth InGaAs／GaAs LED． 
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while boron is a substitutional acceptor in silicon 

with an energy level of 44. 4meV(Z日.0μm).

4 DISCUSSION 

The preliminary radiation exposure test of the 

HIWIP detectors shows that they are radiation hard. 

The detector' s gain[12] ,capacitance ch盯acteristìcs[UJ ，

and response timeLHJ have 81so been studied in detai l. 

A comparison[8J with Ge: Ga photoconductive detec 

tors suggests that a sirnilar or even better perfor

mance may be obtainable. Preliminary results on low 

doping concentration HIWIP detectors are promising 

and show that HIWIP detectors have great potentiali 

ty to become a strong competitor in FIR applications. 

1t is clear that higher performance and longer 扎

(about 200μm or higher) of GaAs and Si H1WIP FIR 

detectors can be obtained with the emitter layer con

centration in the order of 1019cm-~. It is also possible 

to design detectors with wider wavelength ranges or 

to have multicolor detectors by changing the adjacent 

emitter layer doping concentrations. 

Pixelless FIR imager can be made using integrat

ed HIWIP detectors and light emitting diod臼

(LED). and charge coupled devices (CCD). The idea 

here is to convert the FIR photons to near IR (NIR) 

by driving the LED with the photocurrent output of 

the HIWIP detector so that the imaging can be ac

complished by commercial Si CCD cameras , as shown 

in Fig. 1 1. In this respect , the photoexcited carriers 

due to the FIR radill tion should trigger the emission 

of NIR photons from the LED with a high efficiency. 

A photodìode or a photoconductor connected in series 

with a LED will be the main device 01 the up conver 

sion idea. The integrated device consists of a GaAs 

HIWIP FIR detector. on top 01 which is grown a 

shorter wavelenegth InGaAs/GaAs LED 
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